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Baladi Blues 2, Egyptian Street Music. 
The official launch of the long awaited follow-up to the popular Baladi Blues CD.
St Ethelburgas, London, March 2011 

Guy Schalom, darabuka and band leader
Sheikh Taha, quarter tone accordion
Ahmed El Saidi, Oriental sax
Hassan Reevis, duff
Adam Warne, riq, doholla, mazhar
Anne White and Jane Wass; dancers

Guy introduced the evening with "So many people in such a small space - our own little bit of Cairo here tonight". Within the introduction Sheik Taha made a heartfelt summary of current political events in the Middle East and included a plea for concilliation and peacemaking.

Apparently Sheik Taha (introduced as the "grandfather of Baladi") had "invented" the accordion! Sheik Taha is credited with developing Ashra Baladi and was one of the first musicians to make recordings using the quarter-tone accordion. I'm very fond of the accordion in baladi and Sheik Taha is one of the great masters. 

Guy also described the spontaniety of baladi and the improvisational element "... you don't know what's coming and if you do, you don't quite know how you're going to get there". The evening included several stunning baladi pieces including Amint a Billah ("I believe in God now that I've seen such beauty") and Afra Baladi. I enjoyed Guy's informative introductions to this part of the programme. 

Set one began with a tribute to Samir Serour and included several of my favourites; Tamr Henna and Aziza. I also enjoyed Tamir - a drum solo with Guy accompanied by Hassan and Adam.The first set ended with Anne White dancing in a red dress with her usual warmth, humour and strength of personality.

Set two began with Galal Helwa by Abdul Halim Hafiz. This piece is not on the new CD, however we're promised by Guy that it will be on the next one! This was followed by Adam with a delightful and playful solo, introduced with "It's a tambourine, I like to hit it! Thank-you!"

Jane Wass danced to Afra Baladi wearing a lovely pale grey-green dress. Jane dances with a powerful demeanor and there is a playfulness and gentle humour which is perfectly suited to baladi. 

This exceptional evening ended with a chance to dance to live music and in true baladi style everyone had their own small column of space in which to dance the Baladi Blues! It truely was our own little bit of Cairo!

